ablution.* To dwell on the advantages of a healthy condition of the skin, and a free, unimpeded performance of its functions, would be, on this occasion, quite unnecessary; but the beneficial results of preserving the cutaneous surface in a normal state, are by no means limited to the maintenance of physical health, to the warding off disease. A human being, living constantly in dirt and filth, never knows self-respect; or, at most, seldom retains its inestimable possession for any long period of time. Rarely, indeed, has such an one the " os sublime " to lift erect towards his Maker, proudly and nobly conscious of the heavenbestowed faculties of reason and intelligence: he feels cowed and debased in the company of his cleanlier and more decent fellow men : he feels the existence of a barrier between himself and them, arising as much from the obvious difference in externals, as in refinement of speech or cultivation of mind. Hence he shuns, rather than seeks, the society of his betters on all occasions, and the unhappy feeling of class distinction thus becomes inveterate amongst colliers (indeed, is far stronger in them than in other artizans) and is readily transmitted from generation to generation, until it becomes apparently in-born.
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